In order to analyze the evacuation capacity of parallel double running stairs, a dozen stairs merging forms are set by investigation and statistics, and the improved agent-based evacuation model that considers the merging behavior is used to simulate the process of merging and evacuation in the stairs. The stairs evacuation capacity is related to the evacuation time and the robustness of stairs, and the evacuation time can be calculated by using the improved agent-based model based on computer simulation. The robustness of each merging form can be obtained according to the fluctuation degree of evacuation time under the different pedestrian flow. The evaluation model of stairs evacuation capacity is established by fusing the evacuation time and the robustness of stairs. Combined with the specific example to calculate the evacuation capacity of each stairs form, it is found that every merging form has different evacuation time and different robustness, and the evacuation time has not positive correlation with the robustness for the same form stairs. Meanwhile, the evacuation capacity of stairs is not related to the number of the floor entrances. Finally, the results show that the evacuation capacity of stairs is optimal when the floor entrances are close to out stairs in parallel double running stairs and suitable to the case where pedestrian flow and the change of pedestrian flow are large.
Introduction
Stairs are one of the most important components for the safe egress of occupants in high-rising buildings or underground buildings in case of fire emergency [1] . In recent years, stairs accidents occur frequently due to the congestion in stairs evacuation, which have caused a large number of injuries, even death, and make the stair channels become public security hidden danger; what is more, it creates huge social panic [2] .
In May 2010, in New Delhi, India, stairs trample accident occurred at the railway station, where two people died and five people wounded. Morning of November 17, 2006 , congestion accident of one hundred of high school students occurred when they walked down stairs and 12 students got injured due to extrusion in Xian Yang Second Primary Middle School. Late November 18, 2006 , the students in Jiang Xi Middle School were injured when they went down stairs in the night lessons because of the congestion. In the process of evacuation stairs, if there is a single flow of occupants, it will not produce the great congestion in evacuation stairs process. Occupants merging can lead to the increase of original pedestrian flow rate and cause occupants evacuation behavior and the principle of the occupants movement to change, and stairs congestion phenomenon will produce [3] . Therefore, the occupants merging is one of the important factors that causes congestion phenomenon in the process of stairs evacuation. It is significant to alleviate the pressure of the stairs evacuation and reduce the number of channel traffic accidents by researching evacuation ability in different merging form stairs.
Stairs play an important role in building evacuation since it is generally the only way to evacuate occupants [4] . Many evacuation methods, such as network modeling [5] , affordance-based finite state automata (FSA) modeling [6] , cellular automaton models [7, 8] , lattice-gas models [9] , 2 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society floor field models [10] , and finer discrete models [11] , have been proposed to study the characteristics of occupants' evacuation. These studies play important roles in predicting pedestrian behavior during evacuation and in designing evacuation facilities [12] .
Over the past decade, occupants' movements on stairs have attracted a lot of researchers to study in order to make the process of evacuation as fast as possible and reduce stairs congestion [13] . When studying the evacuation of buildings, some researchers found that stairs evacuation is part of the evacuation of high-rise buildings, which has great significance in the whole evacuation process [14] . As the research deepens, the stairs evacuation is gradually separated from the building evacuation as a separate research object, the researchers explore the impact of stairs evacuation on the whole evacuation process. For stairs evacuation, researchers mainly study from two aspects: one is from stairs design, and the other is the evacuation behavior of occupants.
From the aspects of stairs designing, the effect of the design of the stairs for evacuation time is studied by changing the geometric parameters of the stairs. Some researchers considered the stairs width; by simulating different width of the stairs, they got the relationship between stairs' width and the evacuation time [15] . Finally, the optimal width of stairs was obtained. The influence factors of evacuation stairs were analyzed from the perspective of physical. However, person is the main object of stairs evacuation. Occupants' behaviors will have a huge impact on the result of the evacuation in the process of actual evacuation. Therefore, it is of great relevance to analyze the relationship between human behavior and evacuation time.
From the perspective of human beings, some researchers thought that the occupants age could influence the result of evacuation; therefore, analyzing the evacuation situation of the elder and children is important to research the influence degree of occupants age [16] [17] [18] . In addition to the difference of age, there are many factors in the process of evacuation. Generally speaking, the sex ratio of the occupants may also affect the result of evacuation; the difference of sex will lead to the change of movement speed and movement path of the evacuation [1] . Meanwhile, the fatigue degree of occupants should be considered during stairs evacuation [19] . However, the occupant's behavior does not give a specific illustration. Therefore, Yun Chao Qu proposed an enhanced social force model to describe the occupant movement and evacuation dynamics on the stairs [20] . In addition to the factors in the social force model, the preference between occupants is considered as a factor in respect of affecting evacuation [21] . Meanwhile, Yi ping Zeng studied the human movement characteristics and human behavior performance and got that the selection preferences of personnel would also change when the surrounding environment changes [13] . In summary, factors such as physical exertion and behavior change will influence the walking speed and ultimately influence the process of evacuation [22] .
These studies have stated the influence of physical factors and human factors on stairs evacuation time from multiple aspects. However, they did not consider the occupants merging behavior on the stairs. Therefore, Tomonori believed that the stairs evacuation process includes the process of occupants merging, and the merging rate is introduced to calculate the time of merging, and finally the evacuation time of the building is obtained [3] . There were many merging forms of stairs evacuation, but Tomonori only gave one kind of merging form of stairs evacuation and did not analyze the other merging form. Therefore, Galea examined the nature of the merging process at the floor-stairs interface and got the merging behavior by comparing two kinds of staircase form [23] . However, Galea neglected other stairs merging form and did not research the evacuation ability of the stair.
Through analyzing the process of the stairs evacuation, it is obvious that the occupants' behavior is important to the result of evacuation [3] . Therefore, it is necessary to choose an accurate model which can reflect the occupants' merging behavior. Jian yong Shi thought the occupant movement is defined by environment driving and established the agentbased evacuation model [24] . V. Dossetti used the agentbased model to analyze the human behavior and proved the feasibility of the agent-based model [25] . Meanwhile, Jaekoo Joo adopted agent-based model to establish a human behavior framework and verified the accuracy of agentbased model [6] . However, these studies did not consider the merging behavior in the stairs evacuation. It is necessary to establish a new model that takes merging behavior into account in stairs evacuation.
To sum up, in the evacuation process of the stairs, the merging behavior should be considered. Meanwhile, the evacuation ability of stairs should be analyzed. In this paper, we propose a novel agent-based evacuation model that considers the merging behavior. According to the criterion of stairs design, we set 12 kinds of parallel double running stairs by different merging forms. In order to make the evacuation time more accurate, the agent-based model of the merging behavior is adopted to express the process of stairs evacuation. The evacuation ability of stairs is affected not only by the evacuation time but also by the robustness of stairs; thus, the robustness is calculated by changing the pedestrian flow rate in each floor. According to the evacuation time and the robustness of stairs, the evacuation ability of stairs evaluation model is established, and the optimal merging form of stairs can be obtained by calculating the evacuation ability of stairs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the improved evacuation model that considers merging is introduced. The different merging forms and evacuation capacity evaluation model are established in Section 3. The specific example is used to analyze the various merging forms of stairs in Section 4. Section 5 is mainly a discussion of simulation results. Finally, the conclusions and the further work are given in Section 6.
Pedestrian Evacuation Model on Stair

Model Assumption.
A set of assumptions need to be introduced in order to explain the field of applicability of the model before the model is established. Many scholars adopt these assumptions to analyze the pedestrian evacuation [3] . Assumption 1. The pedestrian merging in the stairs is continuous and there is no delay in the process of merging on stairs [26] . In general, the evacuation is a continuous process without any restriction; thus the merging is not interrupted in the evacuation process.
Assumption 2. The width of stairs is steady, and according to the principle of the stairs design, the width of stairs is uniformly valued. According to the design criterion of staircase, the width of stairs is set as constant value [27] .
Assumption 3. The initial conditions are assumed that the stairs are filled with occupants and have the same density in each stair. The capacity of stairs is the stairs evacuation effect in the extreme environment, only in this way is this study significant. Assumption 4. Each stair's merging ratio and the floor's merging ratio are fixed value, which will not change over time [3] .
Assumption 5.
The inclination of the stairs should not be more than 45
∘ .In general, it is defined as 30 ∘ , and the number of stairs steps is set as 18
∘ [27] .
Assumption 6.
No pedestrians come from the ground floor.
In the process of evacuation, the pedestrian movement object is structure exit. Thus, there is no pedestrian coming from the ground floor.
Assumption 7.
The form of stairs in this paper studies parallel double running. In general, the stairs in the building are designed to parallel double running stairs by the investigations of different populations and stair configurations.
Agent-Based Evacuation Model.
In accordance with the existing design methods, there are many staircases structures including straight stairs structure and parallel double running stairs structure, wherein the parallel double running stairs structure is widely adopted [28] . In general, the pedestrian must change their movement directions in the floor platform according to the structure of parallel double running stairs; the evacuation process of pedestrian is complex [29] . Thus, the agent-based evacuation model is adopted to analyze the evacuation process of parallel double running stairs [6] . The agent decision model is constructed through the integration of intelligent simulation methods including agent technology and rule reasoning. As a representation of pedestrians, the agents make decisions on behavior at each time instant according to certain rules. They search for corresponding rules with the change of environment so as to adjust themselves in the agent-based model, in order to better express the behavior of the occupants, and to reflect the interaction form of occupants; the occupants evacuation model, which contains a grid matrix and the agents information sets ( ), is defined as . It is formulated in the following mathematical model:
is rectangular coordinate system; in this system, the points in space can be positioned by using the coordinate information; the position of occupants can be accurately reflected at any time. The scale of is defined as
is the coordinate position of occupants; , , , are the boundaries of evacuation scale. Usually, three different interactions are considered during stairs evacuation: interactions among occupants, interaction between occupants and buildings, and interaction between occupants and environment [24] . These interactions will affect decision-making and behaviors of occupants. In the process of stairs evacuation, the interactions can be shown by the occupants' behavior. Therefore, we use the behavior driving instead of interactions driving. According to the requirements of the agent-based evacuation model, we define agents information sets ( ) = ( 1 ( ), 2 ( ) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ( )), where n represents the number of occupants. There is much information about each pedestrian during the process of stairs evacuation; we define the position of occupants sets ( ) = ( 1 , 2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ), where is the position of kth occupant at time . At random time , the kth occupant's information can be defined as
V is the velocity; is the behavior driving factor. Stairs evacuation is a complicated decision-making process; occupants who need to be evacuated will constantly adjust the movement behavior according to the change of environment and make a reasonable judgment. The traditional agent-based model does not refer to specific behavior [6] and omits the importance of merging behavior. Based on current agent-based model, the merging behavior is considered in the behavior driving factor. According to the character of merging, the merging behavior can be divided into 9 kinds of stairs evacuation behaviors.
The merging behavior includes the seek behavior [30] , the avoid occupants behavior [7] , the idle separate behavior [31] , the avoid walls behavior [32] , the seek separate behavior [33] , the seek wall separate behavior [34] , the lanes behavior [35] , the pass behavior [11] , and the cornering behavior [36] . Combining the merging behavior, the behavior driving factor can be described as
represent the seek behavior; the seek behavior steers the occupants to travel along a seek curve. represents the avoid occupants behavior; the avoid occupants behavior steers the occupants to avoid collisions with other occupants.
represents the idle separate behavior; the idle separate behavior steers occupants to maintain a desired distance away 4 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society from other occupants and is used when occupants are in an idle state.
represents the avoid walls behavior; the avoid walls behavior detects walls and steers the occupants to avoid collisions with them.
represents the seek separate behavior; the seek separate behavior spreads out occupants to maximize their travel speed as calculated by the occupant's speed-density curve.
represents the seek wall separate behavior; the seek wall separate behavior steers occupants such that they want to maintain a boundary layer distance away from walls.
represents the lanes behavior; the lanes behavior steers occupants into lanes when they detect that they are in counter flow with other occupants. It works by steering occupants toward the center of mass of the occupants in front who are not in counter flow.
represents the pass behavior; the pass behavior steers occupants so that they prefer to walk behind faster moving occupants. represents the cornering behavior; the cornering behavior seeks to steer agents so that they can take wide turns as part of a group without cutting in front of each other.
( = 1, 2, . . . , 9) is the decision variable of th occupants for qth behavior at time ; the value is 0 or 1. If = 1, the occupants choose the qth behavior; if = 0, the occupants do not choose qth behavior; the value of depends on the environment that person locates. represents th occupants in the process of evacuation.
In the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, the relationship between speed V and density D is denoted as [13] 
V max is the maximum speed for personnel, that is, V max = 1.2 / , is velocity coefficient, when people locate in the horizontal plane, =1.4. When people locate on the stairs, =1, is occupants density. Through analyzing (5), the velocity of occupants decreases as the occupants density increases. Meanwhile, the position of occupants at time + 1 is determined by the merging behavior, velocity, and position of occupants at time . Therefore, the process of evacuation can be regarded as a constant iterative process, which refers to the merging behavior, velocity, and position of occupants; the iteration process does not end until the occupants reach the exit of construction, and the iterative function can be defined as
When the position of occupants broke away from the scale of M, that is, ∉ , the iteration will be terminated, and the time t is the final evacuation time.
Calculation of the Evacuation Capacity of Different Merging Form
Merging Form.
The stairs include incoming stair, out stair, stairs platform, floor platform, and floor entrance, as shown in Figure 1 . In the apartment, the stairs are usually designed as the parallel double running which include only one floor entrance in each floor. Thus, the merging form of the occupants is determined by the pedestrian flow of stairs and the pedestrian flow of the floor entrance. The floor flow enters the floor platform through the entrance of the staircase. When the relationship of the space between the floor entrance and the incoming stairs changes, the merging form of stairs will also change. Therefore, the relationship of space position between the floor entrance and incoming stairs decides the stairs merging form. The incoming stairs are taken as the reference frame, and the merging form between the stairs population and floor population is established by changing position where the floor pedestrian flow enters the stairs. We investigated 200 stair structures of apartments in China and extracted five kinds merging forms according to the position difference of floor entrance, which are shown as in Figure 2 .
In Figure 2 , there are five basic merging types: type1 describes the incoming stairs close to floor entrance (Figure 2(a) ); type2 represents the incoming stairs that are opposite to the floor entrance (Figure 2(b) ); type3 describes the floor entrance that is located in the middle of the floor platform (Figure 2(c) ); type4 denotes the out stairs that face toward the floor entrance (Figure 2(d) ); type5 expresses the floor entrance that is close to out stairs (Figure 2(e) ).
For complex structure, such as library, classroom building, and megastore, one entrance does not meet the requirement of evacuation. Thus, there is more than one entrance, and the design form of stairs is not limited to the above 5 types. There are the changes of the merging form showing more the way which the floor pedestrian flow enters stair; the main expression of way is the change of the number and position of floor entrances. To assure that all merging forms can be considered, we set three investigation fields which include school, megastore, and other structures and collect 50 typical structures for each field. Finally, we obtain 7 kinds of merging forms, which can be described as in Figure 3 .
Unlike the merging form in Figure 2 , these merging forms are designed by the requirement of structure rather than the combination of merging form in Figure 2 , and the floor entrance is set according to the evacuation character of pedestrian flow rate. Type6 describes that the one floor entrance is adjacent to the incoming stair, and the other floor entrance faces toward incoming stair (Figure 3(a) ); type7 represents that one floor entrance is adjacent to the out stair, and the other floor entrance faces toward the incoming stair (Figure 3(b) ); type8 describes that one floor entrance is adjacent to the out stair, and the other floor entrance is adjacent to the incoming stair ( (Figure 3(c)) ); type9 describes that the one floor entrance is adjacent to the out stairs, and the other floor entrance faces toward incoming stair ( (Figure 3(d)) ); type10 describes that one floor entrance is adjacent to the out stair, and the other floor entrance faces toward the out stair ( (Figure 3(e))) ; there are three floor entrances in type11, and the one floor entrance faces toward the incoming stairs, and the other respectively is close to the incoming stairs and out stairs (Figure 3(f) ); unlike type11, in type12, the one floor entrance faces toward the out stair, and the other respectively is close to the incoming stairs and out stairs (Figure 3(g) ).
The Evacuation Capacity Evaluation Model.
The ability of the stairs evacuation is analyzed mainly including two aspects: one is the staircase evacuation time and the other is the robustness of the staircase evacuation. The different pedestrian flow rate is simulated to explore the ability of the stairs evacuation, and the evacuation time is obtained in each pedestrian flow rate. By simulating each type of stairs merging, evacuation time ( = 1, 2 . . . 12) can be got, where represents the merging form and is the group of pedestrian flow rate.
By comparing the stairs evacuation time, the evacuation ability of different merging form can be observed. When the flow rate is constant, the shortest evacuation time is in all merging forms; is defined as
The stairs have frequently the change of flow rate as an important part of the building evacuation. Therefore, the sensitivity of stairs for the changes of flow rate is also an important indicator, which can be adopted to evaluate the ability of stairs; we use the robustness of stairs to represent the sensitive degree of pedestrian flow rate. The robustness of stairs refers to the fluctuation of the staircase evacuation time when the pedestrian flow rate changes. Stairs robustness is defined as
Δ is the fluctuation of jth merging form, denotes the robustness of jth merging form, represents the mean of each pedestrian flow rate of evacuation time, that is, = ∑ =1 / , is the number of groups, and there are differences of pedestrian flow rate in each group.
The evacuation time and the robustness of stairs are important indicators which influence the ability of the stairs evacuation. However, when we evaluate the ability of stairs evacuation, it does not guarantee the consistency between stairs evacuation time and the robustness of the stairs, and it will occur a situation that the robustness is not optimal when the evacuation time is optimal. Aiming at this case, the evacuation ability of stairs evaluation model is established by fusing the evacuation time and the robustness of stair; the formula is defined as
represents the mean of evacuation time in the jth merging form after the dimensionless treatment, that is,̂= ∑ =1 ( / )/ . , are the degree of importance of stairs evacuation time and robustness, that is, + = 1. The value of , can be determined according to the specific problem [3] . represents the capacity of jth merging form of stair.
Case Study
In order to get more accurate and fast evacuation results, a lot of the simulation software programs have been applied in the process of the occupant evacuation, such as the FDS, Anylogic, and Pathfinder [12] . According to the evacuation model, we can select the corresponding simulation software.
In this paper, we chose Pathfinder to simulate the stairs evacuation. Pathfinder software is the simulator of the agentbased model [37] , which can accurately reflect the behavior of occupants in the evacuation process. Taking a school teaching building as the background, the floor height is 3m, a total of three layers, including two stairs platforms, three floor platforms, stairs width of 1.5m, step width of 25cm, and kicking height to 20cm; each floor platforms head is 3.3m, width is 2m, and floor channel width is 1.5m.
The evacuation time of each type of merging is calculated by simulating. The effective area of floor in each merging is equal, and the occupants are distributed evenly on the floor; that is, every occupant has equal floor occupancy rate. For each floor, the ratio of female and male is 1:1; the evacuation processes are shown as in Figure 4 .
In Figure 4 (a), the distribution of occupants in space is the initial state, and the 50 people are distributed evenly in space according to the floor area. Figure 4(b) indicates the occupant's evacuation behavior and the service principle of occupants when the merging occurs on the floor platform in the case of type3 of merging form.
To verify the accuracy of the simulation results, in this paper, the staircase evacuation investigation is carried out in a teaching building; its merging form is satisfied with the condition of type3. The survey shows that there are 50 students in each layer of the teaching building, during the peak of the evacuation; 50 students are downstairs and produce the congestion in the floor; occupants evacuation processes are shown as in Figure 5 .
The teaching building evacuation time is investigated, and we get 5-group time value in the peak of evacuation. By comparing the statistical data and simulated data, the error between the simulation time and the actual evacuation time is obtained, as shown in Figure 6 .
In Figure 6 , it is obvious that the time error between the simulation time and the actual evacuation time is very tiny. The maximum error value is 1.4s and the minimum error value is 0.3s; the value of Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (PPCC) is adopted to calculate the correlation between the simulation time and the actual evacuation time which is 0.9975, which denotes that the actual evacuation time of the statistics is in accordance with the simulated evacuation time. Therefore, it can be seen that the simulation method can reflect the whole process of stairs evacuation.
Based on the maximum capacity of the floor, we set up 5 different groups of pedestrian flow rate; the number of each group, respectively, is 50 occupants, 100 occupants, 150 occupants, 200 occupants, and 250 occupants. These groups are set to verify the influence of pedestrian flow rate for the evacuation time and analyze whether the pedestrian flow rate affects the evacuation capacity calculation result and improves the accuracy of analyses result. The relationship between pedestrian flow rate and merging form can be obtained by simulating the process of stairs evacuation. The evacuation time can be obtained in different pedestrian flow rates for the different merging form conditions. The result is shown in Table 1 .
In the process of stairway evacuation, when the number of occupants at each floor is constant, the evacuation time in different merging forms is different. It is known that the evacuation time of type5 merging is minimum after simulation; when the number of occupants is 50 in every floor, the evacuation time of type5 merging is 114.8 s, the time of type2 merging is the longest, and the time is 180.8 s. With the increase of the number of occupants on each floor, the evacuation time of the merging will also increase, and the time of evacuation will change with the change of merging form.
According to the results of (9), the fluctuation of value can be got when the pedestrian flow rate changes; the fluctuation of merging form and the evacuation time are fused; we define three groups of the value of , which are 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and calculating the capacity of evacuation, respectively; the capacity of evacuation is described as Table 2 . The evacuation capacity will increase as the value of increases, the change of evacuation ability and the change of are positive correlation for each merging form by analyzing Table 2 . Thus, we take = 0.5 as an example to analyze the evacuation capacity of different merging form.
The evacuation capacity of stairs is calculated based on evacuation time and robustness that result can be obtained from Figure 7 . According to (9) , the capacity value of type1 merging is 2.7443, the capacity value of type2 merging is 2.6632, the capacity value of type3 merging is 2.6396, the Type12  Type11  Type10  Type9  Type8  Type7  Type6  Type5  Type4  Type3 Type2 Type1 capacity value of type4 merging is 2.8889, the capacity value of type5 merging is 3.0099. The capacity value of type6 merging is 2.9107. The capacity value of type7 merging is 2.8189. The capacity value of type8 merging is 2.9315. The capacity value of type9 merging is 2.8180. The capacity value of type10 merging is 2.9635. The capacity value of type11 merging is 2.7141. The capacity value of type12 merging is 2.6325. According to the capacity values of stairs, the descending order of evacuation capacity of each merging form is shown as type5>type10>type8>type6>type4>type7>type9>type1> type3>type12>type11>type2. The capacity of type5 merging is the strongest, and the capacity of type2 merging is the weakest. 
Discussion
By looking up the architectural design criterion, the form of all parallel double running stairs is obtained, the different parallel double running stairs have the different merging form; thus, the merging form is adopted to represent the form of parallel double running stairs. The staircase and exit of the building can be described as Figure 8 .
The agent-based model is adopted to simulate the process of merging; meanwhile, the behavior driving is considered to improve the agent-based model. The evacuation process can be obtained by simulation, and the merging process can be reflected with the stairs pedestrian flow rate. Taking 100 occupants in each floor as an example to demonstrate the process of merging, and when there are 100 occupants in each floor, the evacuation situation of stairs are shown as in Figure 9 .
The evacuation rate of stairs is adopted to analyze the process of merging; the evacuation rate can reflect the crowded situation of stair. In this case, the building has 3 floors, the number of stairs is 4, and there are only two places where merging occurs. The top stairs are defined as stair01 and the bottom of stairs is defined as stair04; stair01 and stair02 are linked by the stairs platform, when the occupants in stairs increase and the evacuation rate of stair01 and stair02 will be influenced by the merging in floor platform. Stair03 and stair04 link the building exit, and the process of merging occurs in the bottom floor platform, but the occupants in bottom floor get close to the building exit, and a part of occupants will leave the building at the start of evacuation. Therefore, the number of occupants in the process of merging is less and the time of merging is short; meanwhile, the fluctuation of evacuation rate in stair03 and stair04 is less and only smaller change appears during the evacuation peak. Taking type1 merging as an example, the 
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Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society flow rate is less than 0.5 for stair01 and stair02 in evacuation peak in Figure 9 , because the merging behavior is more obvious in the evacuation peak, and the merging behavior will cause the evacuation rate to decrease. With the increasing of evacuation time, the flow rate in the bottom floor will decrease in the evacuation peak and then gradually increase and tend to be stable at last in stair03 and stair04. The scale of time in which evacuation rate is less than 0.5 will continue about 120s in type1 merging (Figure 9 ), and the maximum of evacuation rate is more than 1. Another merging form have the same trend in stairs flow rate with the time increasing, but by comparing the evacuation time, it is obvious that the flow rate influences the evacuation time. Different merging forms have different flow rates. The stronger the merging form of the evacuation capability, the higher the flow rate in process of evacuation. Moreover, stair01 and stair02 have the lower flow rates in the peak. The larger the evacuation time, the longer continuous time in the lower flow rate. What is more, stair03 and stair04 will have larger fluctuation in a merging form which needs more evacuation time.
To sum up, the reason of the difference of evacuation capacity is the merging form. The influence factors of evacuation capacity are the evacuation time and the robustness of the stairs; the difference of merging form will result in the change of evacuation time and robustness of the stairs, such as type5 (see Figure 9 (e)); the evacuation time is the shortest because the merging time is short; meanwhile, the flow rate in each stair is steady in the evacuation process. Because the floor entrance is close to the out stair and the merging zone of stair pedestrian flow and floor pedestrian flow lies in out stair, the merging zone area is not large, the pedestrian can leave the floor platform after merging on a short time, and the pedestrians do not gather in the floor platform. On the contrary, if the floor entrance keeps away from the out stair or the number of floor entrances increases, the merging zone area increases, and the process of merging becomes more complex. The pedestrians gather in the platform as the development of merging, the merging time increases, and the evacuation capacity decreases (see Figures 9(b) and 9(k) ).
The ability of evacuation is not only relevant to evacuation time but influenced by the robustness of stairs. Therefore, the evaluation model of stairs merging form is established by fusing the evacuation time and the robustness of stair. The robustness of stairs is denoted by comparing the fluctuation case of stairs evacuation time in different flow, and according to (8) , the robustness of different merging forms can be obtained as in Figure 10 . Figure 10 represents the fluctuation trend of stairs; it is obvious that the merging form of type12 has the minimum robustness, and the robustness of type5 is the largest. Unlike the result of the evacuation time, type2 spends the longest time in the process of evacuation, but the robustness is not the minimum, the merging form of type12 has the minimum robustness, and the evacuation time is not the lowest. However, the new result can be obtained by comparing the robustness and evacuation time, the evacuation time represents the traffic capacity of stair, but the robustness denotes the fluctuation of stair; that is, it represents the sensitive degree of stairs merging form for changing pedestrian flow. Therefore, the capacity of stairs should consider the robustness.
Through calculating the capacity of stairs, the result shows that evacuation capability of type5 is the strongest and suitable for large crowd evacuation and architecture if the pedestrian flow rate changes greatly. Fusing the evacuation time and the robustness of stairs, the merging form of type5 is more suitable for the large scale of evacuation, when flow rate changes greatly, the merging form of type5 has better stability and lower sensitivity for the pedestrian flow rate, and the evacuation time will not cause too much fluctuation. The merging form of type2 is very sensitive to the change of pedestrian flow rate. When the pedestrian flow rate changes, the stability of merging form of type2 is weak.
Conclusion
Aiming at the question of stairs evacuation, the paper discusses the influence of different merging forms on the time of stairs evacuation. The six kinds of stairs merging form are obtained by looking up criterion, and the agentbased evacuation model is adopted to simulate the process of merging in the stairs evacuation, and the merging behavior is shown in the agent-based model. The agent-based model can simulate the evacuation time, the ability of evacuation of stairs is calculated by the evacuation time and the robustness of stairs, and the evaluation of the ability of evacuation model is established. According to the evaluation model, setting up the stairs evacuation scene by changing the number of occupants in the stairs, the process of stairs evacuation is simulated, and the accuracy of simulation is verified by the experiment. By analyzing the simulation results, the evacuation time of the merging form of type5 is the shortest, and the robustness of the merging form of type5 is the strongest, the ability of evacuation of type5 merging is the best, and the merging form of type5 is suitable for the evacuation of large pedestrian flow rate. The ability of evacuation of the merging form of type2 is the worst, with the change of the number of occupants, the robustness of stairs is unstable, and the evacuation time is the longest; therefore, the merging form of type2 is suitable for the place which has less occupants.
In the process of stairway evacuation, the process of merging will affect the stairs evacuation time. Therefore, the Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 13 next research focus will be on the psychological behavior of occupants in the merging.
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